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Summary:
The nearby radio galaxy Centaurus A belongs to a class of Active Galaxies that are very
luminous at radio wavelengths. The majority of these galaxies show collimated relativistic
outflows known as jets, that extend over hundreds of thousands of parsecs for the most
powerful sources. Accretion of matter onto the central super-massive black hole is believed to fuel these jets and power their emission 1 , with the radio emission being related
to the synchrotron radiation of relativistic electrons in magnetic fields. The origin of the
extended X-ray emission seen in the kiloparsec-scale jets from these sources is still a matter of debate, although Centaurus A’s X-ray emission has been suggested to originate in
electron synchrotron processes 2–4 . The other possible explanation is inverse Compton scattering with CMB soft photons 5–7 . Synchrotron radiation needs ultra-relativistic electrons
(∼ 50 TeV), and given their short cooling times, requires some continuous re-acceleration
mechanism to be active 8 . Inverse Compton scattering, on the other hand, does not require
very energetic electrons, but requires jets that stay highly relativistic on large scales (≥1
Mpc) and that remain well-aligned with the line of sight. Some recent evidence disfavours
inverse Compton-CMB models
them

13, 14

9–12

, although other evidence seems to be compatible with

. In principle, the detection of extended gamma-ray emission, directly probing

the presence of ultra-relativistic electrons, could distinguish between these options, but
instruments have hitherto been unable to resolve the relevant structures. At GeV ener-

1

gies there is also an unusual spectral hardening in Centaurus A

15, 16

, whose explanation

is unclear. Here we report observations of Centaurus A at TeV energies that resolve its
large-scale jet. We interpret the data as evidence for the acceleration of ultra-relativistic
electrons in the jet, and favour the synchrotron explanation for the X-rays.

Centaurus A is the closest known radio galaxy at a distance of 3.8 Mpc 17 , offering a
unique opportunity to better resolve the processes at play in the jets. Its radio morphology
exhibits a one-sided, kpc-scale radio jet extending out from the nucleus at a position angle of
55◦ ± 7◦ (measured counter-clockwise from North in the equatorial system), two inflated inner
radio lobes extending to about 5 kpc north and south of the nucleus, and extended low surfacebrightness structures (”giant lobes”) with a size of a few hundred kpcs

18, 19

. Along much of

the length of the radio jet, from within 50 pc to 4 kpc, X-ray emission at ∼ 103 eV has been
detected with the Chandra satellite

3, 20

. The source is also positionally close to an ultra-high

energy cosmic-ray hotspot 21 .
Gamma-rays from the central part of Centaurus A were first detected in the MeV-GeV
range by the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO)

22

and above hundreds of GeV by

the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) 23 . The kpc-scale jet, however, was so far not
resolved. Much of the observed emission has previously been associated with jet regions close
to the black hole

24, 25

. On larger scales, the giant lobes of Centaurus A have been seen in the

GeV range by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) 26 , making this source the first extended
object in the extragalactic GeV sky.
To probe a possible extension at very high energy (VHE, E > 100 GeV) gamma-ray
energies, we selected a total of 202 hours of H.E.S.S

27

observations of Centaurus A between

2004 and 2016, corresponding to high-quality data suitable for extension measurements (see
2

Parameter
Value
σmaj (◦ )
0.041
◦
σmin ( )
< 0.013
Ellipticity ε
0.92
◦
Position Angle ϕ ( )
43.4

Statistical Error
0.006
+ 0.08 − 0.23
+ 7.7 − 7.2

Table 1: Best-fit parameters of the elliptical Gaussian model. The width of the semi-major
axis σmaj has a position angle ϕ, measured counter-clockwise from North.
Methods I for more information about the analysis). The analysis configuration applied to the
reconstructed data corresponds to a compromise between achieving a good angular resolution
whilst retaining a sufficiently low energy threshold and good gamma-ray sensitivity for a faint
source like Centaurus A. The detection significance is 13.1σ (compared to 12σ with 213 hours
of observation time as found in 16 ) at energies above 240 GeV. The Point Spread Function (PSF)
for the given dataset and configuration was simulated within the framework described in 28 . It
was convolved with different source models and fitted to the data using Sherpa 29 . We compare
the different best-fit models by using a test statistic (TS) value (see Methods I) as figure of merit.
In addition to the assumption of point-like emission, we fit the data with a radially symmetric
Gaussian as well as an elliptical Gaussian model. Compared to a point-like source, the radially
symmetric Gaussian is preferred with a TS of 6.1, and the elliptical Gaussian with TS = 19.4.
The considerable difference of the TS values implies a strong preference for the elliptical over
the radially symmetric model.
The best-fit parameters of the elliptical Gaussian are given in Table 1. The position angle
of the semi-major axis is compatible with that of the radio and X-ray jets 18, 30 .
This is further illustrated in Figure 1. The Gaussian width of the semi-major axis σmaj , together with the obtained ellipticity ε = 1−σmin /σmaj denotes the 39% containment of measured
gamma-rays from Centaurus A. The position of the best-fit model using J2000 coordinates is
3
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Figure 1: Multiwavelength image of Centaurus A. The color map represents the radio (21 cm)
VLA map of Centaurus A 31 , after convolution with the H.E.S.S. PSF and an additional oversampling with a radius of 0.05◦ . Contours of the unconvolved VLA map, with levels adjusted
to highlight the core (corresponding to 4 Jy/beam) as well as the kpc-scale jet (0.5 Jy/beam),
are drawn in black. The VHE gamma-ray morphology of Centaurus A is represented by a white
dashed contour which is derived from the 5σ excess significance level of the H.E.S.S. sky map,
also after oversampling with a radius of 0.05◦ . The result of the best fit of an elliptical Gaussian
to the H.E.S.S. measurement is shown in blue by its 1σ contour which corresponds to a model
containment fraction of 39%. The 1σ statistical uncertainties of the fitted position are drawn as
black arrows, and the estimated pointing uncertainties with a red circle. The dashed green line
denotes the 68% containment contour of the H.E.S.S. PSF.
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α = 13 h 25 m 30.3 s ± (1.4 s)stat ± (1.8 s)sys , δ = −43◦ 000 1500 ± (1500 )stat ± (2000 )sys (systematic
pointing errors taken from 32 ). This corresponds to a slight, insignificant offset of approximately
6000 north-east from the position of the galaxy core 33 .
The physical extension of the semi-major axis of the best-fit elliptical Gaussian exceeds
2.2 kpc, implying that a major part of the VHE emission arises on large scales, far away from
the black hole. The derived alignment with the jet direction and the known spectral characteristics are in line with models where the VHE emission originates from inverse Compton (IC)
upscattering of low-energy photons by very energetic electrons accelerated along the jet

34–36

.

Figure 2 shows a reproduction of the spectral energy distribution (SED) from radio to gammaray energies for jet-scales close to 2.2 kpc (see Methods II for details). The IC emission on these
scales is dominated by upscattering of infrared photons emitted by dust, with the scattering occurring predominantly in the Thomson regime. Note that the considered large-scale model is
not intended to reproduce the high-energy emission below a few GeV, as this part of the SED is
usually attributed to emission from the core.
Regardless of specific details, the observed VHE extension provides the first direct evidence for the presence of ultra-relativistic electrons with Lorentz factors γ ∼ (107 −108 ) within
an extragalactic large-scale jet (see Methods, Extended Data Figure 3 for details). Assuming
a synchrotron origin, the inferred X-ray spectral slope translates into a photon index ' 2.4
which is close to that derived from Chandra observations (2.29 ± 0.05 and 2.44 ± 0.07 for the
inner and middle region, respectively) 37 . The results thus substantiate the synchrotron interpretation of the X-ray emission seen in the large-scale jet of Centaurus A, which was originally
motivated largely by similarities between the radio and X-ray morphologies 2, 18 . Given that the
synchrotron lifetimes of these extremely energetic electrons can be as low as a few hundred
years, i.e. considerably less than the travel time down the jet which is of order of thousands of

5

years, the detection of extended X-ray emission on kpc scales related to synchrotron emission
requires the operation of an efficient, extended or distributed (re)acceleration mechanism far
away from the black hole, such as stochastic or shear particle acceleration 8 (see Methods II).
Interestingly, IC emission of the kpc-scale jet could make a major contribution to the
unexpected spectral hardening

15, 16

seen in the high-energy gamma-ray emission of Centaurus

A (see Figure 2). With its superior resolution and sensitivity, the Cherenkov Telescope Array
(CTA) will in a few years time be able to probe deeper into the VHE extension and to search for
potential VHE variability that would impose constraints on the ratio of the extended gamma-ray
flux to the one from the core region 38 .
Our findings have important implications for understanding the diversity of gamma-ray
emitters and the cosmic energy input at VHE energies. Observationally, the current measurement of the VHE extension in Centaurus A became possible only due to the unique proximity
of the source and the presence of a significant amount of dust within the source (see Methods for more details). From a physical point of view however, the kpc-scale jet in Centaurus
A is not very exceptional, be it with respect to its jet power, length, or speed. This suggests
that ultra-relativistic electrons could be ubiquitously present in the large-scale jets of radio-loud
active galaxies, making these jets a highly promising class of TeV emitters. To date, most extragalactic sources detected in VHE gamma-rays are of the BL Lac type 39 . The gamma-ray
emission in these objects is believed to originate on rather small (≤ 1 pc) scales in fast parts of
the jet viewed almost face-on. This is accompanied by a strong Doppler amplification of their
emission, favouring their detection in the extragalactic sky. Quantitatively however, BL Lac objects make up only a small subclass of radio-loud active galaxies (≤ 3%), and their rest-frame
(corrected for beaming) VHE contribution is usually relatively moderate. This in turn suggests
that large-scale jets could provide a more relevant energy input into the intergalactic medium at
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Figure 2: Spectral energy distribution of Centaurus A. Observed and modelled spectral energy distribution (SED) from radio to gamma-ray energies for the inner, kpc-scale jet of Centaurus A. The VHE emission is dominated by relativistic electrons with Lorentz factor γ ≥ 107 IC
upscattering dust photons to high energies (solid/blue curve). This emission from the kpc-scale
jet makes a major contribution to the unexpected spectral hardening above a few GeV as seen
by Fermi-LAT (red points) 16 . The lower-energy part of the gamma-ray spectrum (red points) is
attributed to emission from the core (dashed line referring to a core model fit from 16 ). The green
curve designates the synchrotron emission of the inferred broken power-law electron distribution in a magnetic field of characteristic strength B = 23 µG. The blue butterfly corresponds
to the H.E.S.S. spectra, while green data points mark radio, infrared and X-ray measurements
and reported uncertainties from the inner region of the Centaurus A jet (see Methods II). A
breakdown is provided of the full inverse Compton contribution, from the scattering of: Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB), the low-energy synchrotron jet emission, infrared emission
from dust, and the starlight emission of the host galaxy. Data are from 16 and 37 , see Methods II
for further details.
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TeV energies, even if they are in most cases not individually detectable at those energies 9 . The
results reported here demonstrate the unique power that VHE observations bring to the picture
of Active Galactic Nuclei, allowing to probe multiple spectral components of local well-studied
sources, which have previously evaded detection.
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Methods
* I. Data Analysis
The results presented in the main text were derived from data taken with the Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) of the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.).
This array is located in the Khomas Highland in Namibia at an altitude of 1800 m above sea
level, providing excellent observing conditions for sources located in the southern hemisphere.
It consists of four identical IACTs (CT1-4) each with an effective mirror area of 107 m2 , in a
square formation of side length 120 m, and a fifth, 614 m2 IACT (CT5) which was added to
the centre of the array in 2012. From the location of H.E.S.S., Centaurus A is observable at
zenith angles of at least 20◦ . Observations are conducted in individual runs of up to 28 minutes
duration.
In addition to the standard data quality selection 41 , additional cuts were applied to ensure best quality and reliability of the simulated point spread function (PSF). Only runs with
a Transparency Coefficient (TC, see 42 ) in the range 0.8 < TC < 1.1 are used to guarantee
good atmospheric conditions. To minimise the influence of inaccuracies of the pointing model,
the maximum observation zenith angle was restricted to θ < 45◦ . For the same reason, a
comparison of the photomultiplier (PMT) currents with the expectation from bright stars in the
respective field of view was used to sort out runs with deteriorated pointing accuracy. The final
data set consists of 485 runs or 202 h of observations with an average zenith angle of θavg = 23◦ ,
taken between April 2004 and February 2016, the majority before August 2010. CT5 is not used
in the present analysis.
The reconstruction and analysis was carried out with the Model analysis technique 43 . In
addition to the standard analysis configuration settings, only events with an estimated direction

1

reconstruction uncertainty of less than 0.035◦ were considered, leading to an improved instrument PSF. With this configuration, Centaurus A is detected at a significance level of 13.1σ and
a signal to background ratio of 0.49, comparatively high for this source 40 . The source flux is
found to be constant within the measurement accuracy, showing no hint for variability.
Sky images of the measured gamma-like events (ON map) as well as the background
(OFF map), the latter estimated using the ring background technique 44 , were generated in FITS
format for the Sherpa

45

morphology fit, using a finer binning of 0.005◦ × 0.005◦ . To obtain

the PSF for the respective data set, run-wise simulations

46

of a point-like gamma-ray source

from the direction of the core of Centaurus A were conducted. The simulated data set was
analysed with the same settings as the actual data. The assumed spectral index of Centaurus
A is Γ = 2.65, and the total number of accepted simulated gamma-rays amounts to almost
800 000 compared to roughly 500 excess events in the data. Despite the fact that Centaurus A
is generally observed towards the south with H.E.S.S. (implying a larger influence of the Earth
magnetic field), the 68% and 80% PSF containment radii of this analysis are only 0.057◦ and
0.072◦ , respectively. The corresponding sky map of reconstructed event directions, using the
same binning of 0.005◦ × 0.005◦ , is used as PSF model in the morphological analysis. Since
the effects that can cause a distortion of the PSF (such as, e.g., the Earth magnetic field or the
array layout) are taken into account in the simulation framework, the map provides a reliable
template which may be used to not only search for extension in general, but also for testing
models without radial symmetry.
The Sherpa fit was carried out using all bins within a radius of 0.5◦ around the position of
the core of Centaurus A. For validation purposes, all fits were also done using a radius of 0.25◦
and yielded consistent results. Three nested models of increasing complexity were tested: The
point-like hypothesis, a symmetric two-dimensional Gaussian, as well as an elliptical Gaussian

2

model. More advanced or superimposed models were deliberately disregarded because of the
limited statistics level. Each model was convolved with the PSF, added to the OFF map, and
compared to the ON map. To account for potential background uncertainties, a constant offset
was additionally allowed during the fit. The log-likelihood L was evaluated with the Cash
statistic 47 , suitable for Poissonian event distributions, and minimized using the moncar method
48

, which is the best option to find optimum fit parameters in our case. Two models a and

b are statistically compared via the test statistic value TS = La − Lb . Statistical errors of
a given model parameter were calculated by scanning around its minimum value, leaving all
other parameters free, and searching for the value where TS = 1. With an average background
level of only around 0.7 counts per bin, the overall bin-wise event statistics level is rather low,
meaning that the TS = 1 criterion corresponds to a conservative estimate of the 1σ confidence
level. The T S = 1 lower limit of this result converts to a physical extension of more than
2.2 kpc, providing a conservative estimate of the VHE extension of the jet.
As outlined in the main text, Centaurus A looks significantly extended to H.E.S.S., where
an elliptical Gaussian model as illustrated in Figure 1 is preferred by TS = 13.3 over a radially
symmetric Gaussian, and by TS = 19.4 over a point-like assumption. These values notably
relate to the chance coincidence of measuring an elliptical Gaussian along any direction, not
taking into the account the alignment of our best-fit model with the one of the radio and X-ray
jet. To check how the deviation from radial symmetry of the PSF affects the measured position
angle ϕ = (43.4+7.7stat −7.2stat )◦ of the best-fit elliptical Gaussian, the fit was again performed
with transposed coordinate axes of the PSF map. The resulting position angle is ϕ∗ = 47.9◦ ,
corresponding to a measurable difference but still consistent with the multi-wavelength kpc jet.
The difference ϕ∗ −ϕ = 4.5◦ is considered as a conservative estimate for the systematic error on
ϕ. Because of the moderate change of the resulting position angle, we conclude that although

3

the usage of the two-dimensional PSF in sky coordinates was necessary to safely present the
current result, the measurement can also be conducted with a radially symmetric PSF model in
this particular case. As an additional systematic check, we generated the PSF map for spectral
indices both ∆Γ = 0.1 softer and harder than the reference value of Γ = 2.65 and evaluated
the influence on the extension significance and the semi-major axis width σ. The log-likelihood
comparison of elliptical and point-like model is modified by ∆TS = ±1.2 because of this
uncertainty. Other systematic checks include a test of the fit routine with representative toy
Monte Carlo maps and the variation of the fit range. The fit results proved to be stable with
respect to these tests, indicating that the systematic uncertainties are small compared to the
statistical ones.
Projections of the γ-ray excess measured with H.E.S.S. along and perpendicular to the
best-fit position angle of the elliptical Gaussian model are shown in Extended Data Figure 1,
supporting the result of the two-dimensional morphology fit. While the data are perfectly described by the PSF along the semi-minor axis (right panel), the profile appears considerably
extended along the semi-major axis with respect to the PSF (left panel). The emission is well
described by a Gaussian with the width of the semi-major axis obtained from the Sherpa fit,
convolved with the PSF. Additionally, the extension along this direction was determined with a
χ2 fit of the Gauss-convolved PSF to the data, yielding σmaj = (0.042 ± 0.007stat )◦ .
All results were cross-checked with an independent calibration and analysis chain 49 , using the standard simulation scheme and thus a radially symmetric PSF description. Centaurus
A is in this case detected with a slightly lower significance of 12.1σ as well as a signal to background ratio of 0.32. The 68% and 80% containment radii of the PSF are 0.065◦ and 0.085◦ ,
respectively. The best-fit parameters are consistent with those of the main analysis, but the extension significance is lowered, where the elliptical Gaussian model is preferred by TS = 7.7
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Extended Data Figure 1: One-dimensional projections of VHE events. Projections of the
VHE gamma-ray emission from Centaurus A along the alignment of the semi-major axis obtained from the two-dimensional elliptical morphology fit (left, negative values corresponding
to ϕ = 43.4◦ and positive ones to ϕ + 180◦ ) and perpendicular to it (right, ϕ + 90◦ for negative and ϕ + 270◦ for positive distances). The dashed red line shows the projection of the PSF
on both sides. The blue line on the left panel corresponds to the PSF-convolved best-fit Gaussian. The error bars on the ordinate denote statistical uncertainties, whereas the ones along the
abscissa just illustrate the bin size.
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over the point-like one. This is however expected because of the higher signal to background
ratio as well as the better PSF of the main analysis.
* II. Theoretical Modelling
In the following we summarize the jet properties and the external radiation fields relevant
for the SED modelling, and evaluate the constraints concerning acceleration and energy losses.
We then provide a reconstruction of the multi-wavelength SED along with a discussion of the
fit parameters.

The large-scale Jet in Centaurus A: Radio observations of Centaurus A show a complex and extended morphology including a parsec-scale jet and counter-jet system, a one-sided kiloparsecscale jet, and giant outer lobes whose length extends up to hundreds of kiloparsecs 50, 51 . Chandra
X-ray observations reveal a one-sided, large-scale (up to ∼ 4.5 kpc in projection) jet composed
both of several bright knots as well as continuous diffuse emission 52–54 . In order to power the
emission from the giant outer lobes of Centaurus A, a mean kinetic jet power of the order of
Lj ∼ 1043 − 1044 erg/sec has been inferred

55, 56

. Constraints on the proper motion of jet sub-

structures on scales of hundreds of parsecs suggests trans-relativistic jet speeds of ∼ 0.5 c 57, 58 .
Detailed analysis of the (extended) X-ray jet emission provides support for a stratified (fast
outflow and boundary shear layer) jet model, with indications for the operation of a distributed
acceleration mechanism in the kiloparsec-scale jet 54, 59 . In general, the origin of the non-thermal
X-ray emission from large-scale AGN jets could be related to inverse Compton up-scattering of
low energy photons (e.g., CMB, starlight, dust) or synchrotron emission processes, see ref.

60

for review.
For Centaurus A it has previously been suggested that the (knot-related) X-ray emission
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of its large-scale jet detected by the Einstein observatory likely originates from synchrotron
emission, mainly based on the apparent spatial coincidence of the radio with the X-ray jet, and
a simple comparison of the required energy in particles for an inverse-Compton origin of the
(knot-related) emission with minimum energy estimates for the inner lobes 50, 61 . The latter is not
without assumptions, and the former similarities have been weakened by high-resolution Chandra observations, though the synchrotron interpretation is still generally favoured, e.g. refs. 53, 58 .
Given a characteristic jet magnetic field strength of some tens of micro Gauss 50 , a synchrotron
X-ray origin would however require the presence and maintenance of ultra-relativistic electrons
with Lorentz factors up to γ ∼ 108

53, 59

. As shown below, the VHE observations reported here

indeed provide a clear and direct confirmation of this interpretation.

External Radiation Fields in Centaurus A: Optical images reveal a prominent dark band crossing the center of Centaurus A (NGC 5128). This dark band is related to an extended thin disk
(ETD) of gas and dust that extends over several kpc and presumably originates from a merger
event with a medium-size late-type spiral galaxy some few hundred million years ago 62 . On
smaller scales the central supermassive black hole in Centaurus A is obscured by a compact
circumnuclear disk (CND) of size ∼ 400 pc × 200 pc that is somewhat warmer than the ETD
63

. Using LABOCA measurements and archival ISO-LWS data, Weiß et al.

64

find that the SED

extracted from a 8000 aperture (1.4 kpc) around the center of Centaurus A can be well described
by a two-component dust model with temperatures of T1 = 14 K and T2 = 30 K, and peak flux
levels of about 80 Jy and 200 Jy, respectively. This amounts to a dust luminosity of the order of
Ld ∼ 1044 erg/sec. Following their findings, we approximate the dust emission in our model by
two modified black body distributions with Fν ∝ Bν (T1,2 ) ν β , where Fν and Bν (T1,2 ) are the
flux density and the Planck function for the relevant temperature T1,2 , respectively. The dust
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emissivity index β is taken to be 2 64 . For the starlight contribution Abdo et al 65 infer a V-band
luminosity for the host galaxy of Centaurus A of LV = 7.8 × 1043 erg/s that is similar to other
estimates 51, 66 . The surface brightness distribution of Centaurus A is known to closely follow an
r1/4 de Vaucouleurs’ profile characteristic of elliptical galaxies, with effective radius re = 33000
corresponding to ' 6 kpc 67 . Feigelson et al.

61

deduce an energy density in starlight photons

around the X-ray jet (at the location of knot B, i.e. at ∼ 1 kpc) of the order 2 × 10−12 erg/cm3 ,
equivalent to a local luminosity in starlight of Ls ∼ 7 × 1042 erg/sec. This is comparable to an
estimate based on the brightness profile and used as reference value for the modelling. We note
that absorption of nuclear VHE emission on the starlight has also been proposed to lead to an
isotropic kpc-scale pair halo 68 .

Particle Energy Loss Timescales in the kpc-scale Jet: Energetic electrons and positrons in the
large-scale jet of Centaurus A will experience synchrotron as well as IC losses on the CMB,
starlight and dust emission. In the following we refer to electrons only as the radiation from
positrons is indistinguishable from the one from electrons, and the positron fraction in the jet
is not known. Extended Data Figure 2 provides an illustration of the relevant timescales at a
location of 1.4 kpc, assuming a reference magnetic field of B = 23 µG, a simplified dust black
body field of 30 K (LBB ∼ 5 × 1043 erg/sec) and advection with β = vj /c = 0.5 57, 58 . IC losses
are calculated in the isotropic, mono-energetic approximation following Aharonian & Atoyan 69 .
Acceleration is described in terms of a fiducial acceleration efficiency η (in units of the Larmor
time). According to Extended Data Figure 2, advection and synchrotron cooling provide the
most relevant constraints. Synchrotron losses will become dominant above γ ∼ 106 , suggesting
that the electron distribution may change its shape at around this scale. For the considered
parameters, electron acceleration up to γmax ∼ 2.5 × 108 (104 /η)1/2 (23 µG/B)1/2 is possible,
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leading to a synchrotron contribution that reaches into the hard X-rays.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Relevant time scales in the jet. Characteristic electron cooling
timescales in the kpc-scale jet of Centaurus A. Achievable particle energies are essentially limited by synchrotron losses.

Given the short synchrotron lifetimes of X-ray emitting electrons (≤ 300 yr), the detection
of extended X-ray emission on kpc scales related to synchrotron emission requires the operation
of a distributed acceleration mechanism such as stochastic or shear particle acceleration 70 . We
note that the SED modelling results obtained below imply an electron acceleration efficiency
η ∼ 104 . If proton acceleration was characterised by a similar efficiency, up to PeV (1015 eV)
energies would be achievable.

SED Modelling: Emission from the kpc-scale jet of Centaurus A has been investigated from the
radio via the infrared to the X-ray regime 50, 52, 57, 61, 71 . In order to study the influence of dust we
focus on the inner region of the large-scale jet, i.e. on scales of ∼ (1 − 2) kpc for which the dust
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emission profile is well known 64 . This demands a compromise as to the other multi-wavelength
SED points. Hardcastle et al. 71 have reported radio VLA (1.4, 4.9 and 8.4 GHz), infrared Spitzer
(24 and 5.4 µm), ultraviolet GALEX (231 nm) and Chandra X-ray (1 keV) flux measurements
for three different regions outside the dust lane (to derive IR and UV data points) excluding
compact point sources (knots). We use their values for the inner region (corresponding to 2.4 −
3.6 kpc in projection) to approximate the corresponding flux levels (green points in Fig. 2),
noting that these values should be rather understood as upper limits. The high-energy (FermiLAT, red points) and very high energy data (H.E.S.S., blue butterfly showing the 1σ-confidence
band) shown in Fig. 2 are from ref. 40 . These gamma-ray flux points encompass the core region
(∼ 0.1◦ ) and may include a non-negligible contribution from the nucleus 40 . This particularly
holds for the sub-GeV flux points where unification models predict a significant nuclear (subparsec scale) jet contribution 72 . Towards higher energies, their use as suitable reference points is
justified by the absence of detected variability which would be associated with nuclear emission.
We consider an IC origin of the VHE emission, with the seed photons being provided by the
jet emission itself (i.e., its low-energy synchrotron part, SSC) and the relevant external photon
fields (viz. dust, CMB, starlight). While IC up-scattering in some of the bright knots may
occur, their contribution is considered to be sub-dominant when compared with the diffuse jet
emission. SED modelling is done using the NAIMA package

73–75

assuming an exponential-

cutoff broken power-law electron distribution n(γ) ∝ γ −α1,2 with power-law indices α1 and
α2 below and above the break γb , respectively, and a super-exponential cutoff exp(−[γ/γc ]2 )
at γc . A representative model curve is given in Figure 2. The employed set of parameters is
α1 = 2.30, α2 = 3.85, γmin = 100, γb = 1.4 × 106 , γc = 108 , B = 23 µG, and the total energy
in electrons is We = 4 × 1053 erg, see also Extended Data Table 1. The results provide evidence
that acceleration of electrons (and/or positrons) to ultra-relativistic energies far away from the
black hole is sufficient to account for the observed VHE emission.
10

Parameter
Minimum Lorentz factor
Break Lorentz factor
Cut-off Lorentz factor
Power law index 1
Power law index 2
Magnetic field strength
Total energy in electrons

Notation
Value
γmin
102
γb
1.4 × 106
γc
108
α1
2.30
α2
3.85
B
23 µG
We
4 × 1053 erg

Extended Data Table 1: Modelling parameters: Parameters used for modelling the SED of
Centaurus A.

Given its large inclination and modest flow speeds β = vj /c ∼ 0.5 57, 58 , a Doppler factor of
one has been assumed for the jet. The VHE emission in Figure 2 is dominated by IC upscattering
of dust photons, suggesting that strong dust emission may be a prerequisite for a large-scale FR I
jet to become bright at VHE energies 76 . IC scattering off a much stronger (infrared and optical)
starlight photon field would not allow the reproduction of the overall spectral shape at VHE
energies due to the reduction in efficiency for scattering occurring in the Klein-Nishina regime.
Interestingly, our results suggest that gamma-ray emission from the large-scale jet could be the
reason for the spectral hardening that is seen above ∼ 3 GeV 40 . Comparison of our model
curve parameters for a homogeneous zone indicates a magnetic field value that is slightly subequipartition; quoted equipartition estimates in the literature are in the range ∼ (30 − 60) µG
50, 53, 61

.

Extended Data Figure 3 shows a zoom-in version of the SED with a comparison of the resultant
IC VHE contribution of an electron distribution with an earlier cut-off, illustrating that electrons
above γ ≥ 107 are needed to explain the VHE emission (see Extended Data Figure 3).
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Extended Data Figure 3: Gamma-ray SED of Centaurus A. Comparison of the resultant
gamma-ray SEDs for Centaurus A including an earlier energy cut-off γc me c2 for the electron
distribution at γc ' 107 (dashed line), everything else being kept the same as for Figure 2.
An extension of the electron distribution to γ ∼ 108 is needed to fully account for the observed
VHE spectrum. Red points refer to Fermi-LAT observations, usually attributed to emission from
the core which is not modelled here. The blue-shaded butterfly represents VHE observations by
H.E.S.S. 40 .
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